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Abstract:
VXLAN was introduced about two to three years ago and since its inception, it is becoming
more popular and technology of the choice for most of the organizations. In this research paper
we are discussing about: - Why we need VXLAN? What problems VXLAN solves? It is best
suitable for which type of organizations? and how to implement VXLAN? This research paper
also presents various VXLAN implementation and redundancy model and their analysis so that it
useful for you to choose best model that best suits your business. We have also studied about: Who are the various vendors available in the market today that support VXLAN and who are the
manufacture of VXLAN Gateways and develop VXLAN software and what features they offer.
We also discuss about security implementation in VXLAN network. Finally, we are concluding
this research paper by listing best practices to implement VXLAN in your network.
Introduction:
We all know Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN). The main function of VLAN is to create
separate segments or broadcast domain. Before introduction of VLAN, all host machines used to
be part of one segment or broadcast domain. The problem with one broadcast domain was if
there was a broadcast traffic in that domain then it will be send all over consuming bandwidth
unnecessarily and that will cause performance impact because every device in the network will
have to process every broadcast packet just to if it was destined for them. VLANs help eliminate
this problem by keeping traffic in one VLAN local to that VLAN. For example, Traffic in VLAN
10 will remain in VLAN 10 and traffic in VLAN 20 will remain in VLAN 20. If there is a need
to communicate between two different VLANs, then they will communicate via gateway. In the
traditional network we have been using VLANs for years now. VLAN has many benefits

including simplified administration, security is improved, if there is any broadcast storm like
address resolution protocol (ARP) broadcast, or any other control plane related problem then it
will keep it local to that VLAN. Over the period of years, the data volume has increased and
everything is getting digitized and with things like Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud Computing,
Virtualization and e-commerce, many other emerging technologies scalability is essential. [Sing,
Jain, Babu, 2017] While VLANs works well for most of the network designs but there are certain
situations where VLANS don’t scale the way we want. For example, if we have a virtual
machine (VM) which we need to VMOTION from Data Center 1 to Data Center 2, then the two
data centers will be in different IP segments and so it is required to change the IP after
VMOTION. But when the IP changes, there will be lots of other changes needs to be done so
that won’t be ideal solution. That’s where VXLAN comes into play. In this paper we are going to
discuss about What is VXLAN? How it works? When we need it? And how VXLAN is
implemented. To solve the problems and limitations of traditional Layer 2 extension
technologies VXLAN is used. [ Kinoshita, Maeda, Yabusaki, Akune, 2016]. This document does
not discuss configuration and troubleshooting aspect of VXLAN. Also, this document does not
discuss Software based VXLAN gateway implementation. The focus is more on hardware based
VXLAN implementation.

VXLAN Basics
VXLAN provides a way to extend layer 2 domain over Layer 3 infrastructure using MAC in UDP
encapsulation and Tunneling.

So basically, when a host in data center in the left in VLAN 100 wants to send traffic to host in
VLAN 100 in the right-hand side of the data center, the Layer 2 frame is encapsulated in IP packet
and send over Layer 3 infrastructure and then at the remote end it is decapsulated and then the
layer 2 packet is sent out.

VXLAN Benefits:
1. Scalability: Traditional VLANs used 12-bit VLAN identifier where are VXLAN used 24bit Identifier. Because of this we can create 16 million VXLANs versus 4096 VLANs.
2. VXLAN enable us to perform VMOTION of a VM (Virtual machine) from one data center
to another datacenter without the need to change the IP.
3. VXLAN is Open standard so it can interoperate with different vendors VXLAN
implementation.
4. Elasticity: Allows us to addition of network capacity without impacting existing
applications flows.
5. Flexibility: Makes Mobility easy through any site [Naranjo, Salazar, 2018].

6. ECMP (Equal Cost Multipath): This feature of VXLAN allows us to use all available
network paths.
[Sing, Jain, Babu, 2017]

VXLAN Terminology
VTEP: VXLAN Tunnel End Point. This device performs VXLAN Encapsulation / Decapsulation
function. This could be hardware based or software based. These are the devices which lets us
communicate between existing traditional network and newly implemented VXLAN segmented
network. If the VTEP is hardware based then the switch Operating system offloads the
encapsulation and decapsulation function to the switch ASIC (Application Specific Intergraded
circuit) [Tripathi, Chickering, Gainsley, 2015].

VNI/VNID: Virtual Network ID or VXLAN Network. Layer 2 VNI is carried in VXLAN bridged
Packets. It is configured per VLAN. Layer 3 VNI is carried in VXLAN routed packets across
VTEPs. We use one Layer 3 VNI per tenant VRF.
NVE: Network Virtualization Edge. It is a logical representation of VTEP. It is basically the tunnel
interface.
VXLAN Gateway: It is a device that forwards traffic between VXLANs. It can be both layer 3
VTEP or Layer 3VTEP.
Anycast Gateway: All VTEP are configured with same IP and MAC on a host facing Switched
Virtual Interface (SVI)

Fabric Related terminology:
Underlay: Underlay is our traditional network which is carrying our data traffic.

Overlay: Overlay network is a Tunnel which built over Underlay network.

VXLAN Packet Structure [Mahalingam, Dutt, Duda, Agarwal, Kreeger, Shridhar, Burshell,
Wright, RFC 7348, 2014]

As we can see in the packet structure, the Original Layer 2 frame is encapsulated inside VXLAN
header. The VXLAN header has VNI field. That’s where the VNI number is assigned. After this
the frame is encapsulated inside UDP header. UDP header will have randomly generated UDP
source port number and VXLAN Port number 4789. The VXLAN source port number is used for
hashing purpose. Now this frame is encapsulated inside Outer IP header and then Outer MAC
header. VXLAN add a 50-byte Overhead to existing Ethernet frame.

VXLAN Gateway Types:
1. VXLAN gateway is a VTEP device that combines a VXLAN segment and traditional
VLAN segment into one common Layer 2 domain. Following are the functions VTEP
offers [Naranjo, Salazar, 2018]

1. VXLAN to VLAN Bridging (Layer 2 Gateway): This gateway enables communication
between host on traditional VLAN network with host on VXLAN segment.

2. VXLAN to VXLAN Routing (Layer 3 Gateway): This type of gateway enables
communication between two different VXLAN segment.

3. VXLAN to VLAN Routing (Layer 3 Gateway): This type of gateway function enables
communication between VXLAN segment to traditional VLAN segment but different
VLAN than the VNI mapped to.

VXLAN Implementation:
Following are the three VXLAN implementation methods. The three-implementation method
differ from each other in the way they process Broadcast, Multicast and Unknown Unicast
(BUM) Traffic.
1. Flood and Learn
2. Ingress Replication
3. MP-BGP EVPN
VXLAN is typically used in the environment of Virtualized hosts, which may spread across
multiple racks and the individual rack may be part of different Layer 3 subnets [Mahalingam, Dutt,
Duda, Agarwal, Kreeger, Shridhar, Burshell, Wright, RFC 7348, 2014].
VXLAN Flood and Learn (F&L)
This method of implementation used Data Plane to handle broadcast, multicast and unknown
unicast (BUM) traffic and use flooding and learning behavior. [Naranjo, Salazar, 2018]. VNI is
mapped to a multicast group on the VTEP and each VTEP joins multicast group as interested
receiver. We learn the local MACs over a VLAN or VNI on a VTEP. The BUM traffic is flooded
to the delivery multicast group. [Mahalingam, Dutt, Duda, Agarwal, Kreeger, Shridhar, Burshell,
Wright, RFC 7348, 2014]. The remote VTEPs that are part of the multicast group learn the host
MAC, VNI, and source VTEP as the next hop for the MAC from flooded traffic. Unicast packet

to the host MAC are sent directly to source VTEP encapsulated in VXLAN.

Here is how communication works in Flood and Learn(F&L)
1. VTEP V1 receives an ARP request from Host A for Host B IP 10.10.10.10.
VTEP 1 performs Layer 2 lookup based on VNI 50001, DMAC FFFF.FFFF.FFFF
2. Since the frame is destined to broadcast MAC address, VTEP V1 encapsulates with
VXLAN header with VNI 50001, Src IP 10.100.100.1, Dst IP 239.1.2.1. Since this frame
is sent to multicast group address. VTEP 2 and VTEP 3 receives the frame.
3. On VTEP 2 and 3, Layer 2 learning happens based on this ARP Packet as VNI 50001,
MAC 0000.a000.0001 -> IP 10.100.100.1. Now VTP 2 and 3 receives the encapsulated
packet. Then it will be decapsulated and sent out in local LAN from VTEP 2 and VTEP
3. The destination is behind VTEP 3, that host receives the ARP request and replies to it.
4. VTEP 3 performs local learning and destination lookup based on VNI 50001, DMAC
0000.a000.0001
5. And sends out the ARP reply directly to VTEP 1 via layer 3 routing.

Disadvantages of Flood and Learn type of VXLAN implementation:
1. It relies on data plane for reachability of BUM traffic.
2. Not scalable.
3. Proprietary method. Does not work in mix vendor environment.
4. Multicast in the core is must to have.

Static Ingress Replication Method
Some companies don’t want to run multicast in their network and for them there is this another
method of VXLAN implementation. In this method, Ingress replication forwards BUM traffic
using statically configured VTEP IP. In ingress replication method, every VTEP must be aware
of every other VTEP that have associated VNIs configured on them in the VXLAN topology.
This implementation adds simplification as it does not need multicast in the core.
Here is how the packet flow work
1. When a BUM packet for example ARP broadcast arrive at VTEP 1,
2. VTEP 1 will send one copy of each packet to both VTEP 2 and 3. Note that it will send
copy of that ARP packets only to those VTEPs that have associated VNI defined.
3. VTEP 2 and 3 will receive the encapsulated packet, they will decapsulate it and forward
in their local LAN.
4. Host B receives the ARP request and replies to it. This type the reply goes unicast as
VTEP 2 has learned about Host A when it received ARP request from him.

Disadvantage of Ingress Replication VXLAN implementation:
1. It’s a static configuration so does not scalable well.
2. Adds heavy burden on VTEPs.
3. Not scalable

MP-BGP EVPN VXLAN Implementation
1. Before we start talking about MP-BGP EVPN VXLAN Implementation, we need to
understand what is MP-BGP EVPN. MP-BGP EVPN is an IETF 7342 standard based
control protocol for VXLAN. This protocol helps us carry VXLAN End host information
like MAC-VNI, MAC-IP Binding, and VTEP discovery. The previous two methods of
VXLAN implementation used data plane for learning this information. MP-BGP EVPN
VXLAN Implementation uses MP-BGP EVPN which enables us to learn end host
information using control plane learning process. MP-BGP EVPN is standards based so it
allows multi-vendor compatibility. MP-BGP EVPN uses MP-BGP VPN technology to

support multi-tenant VXLAN overlay network. It carried both Layer 2 and Layer 3
reachability information and that makes it possible to support integrated bridging and
routing. Because it is protocol based it reduces broadcast and makes it more efficient and
scalable. In EVPN there are 3 data-plane options. 1. Multiprotocol label switching 2.
Provider Backbone Bridging 3. Network Virtualization overlay. [Naranjo, Salazar, 2018]

Integrated Route and Bridge (IRB): Asymmetric

In this method of implementation, following are the packet flow steps when we need
communication between two different VLANs.
1. Host A sends data traffic towards its default gateway in VLAN 10
2. From VLAN 10, routing operation is performed on VTEP 1 and the packet is transmitted
into VALN 20 VNI 20 by local VTEP V1.
3. Local VTEP V1 encapsulates traffic using VXLAN with VNI 20 and the packets are
transmitted to remote VTEP 2.

4. When the packet reaches remote VTEP 2, it is decapsulated and sent to host B. VTEP B
map VNI 20 to VLAN 20
5. The return traffic from Host B, comes to its local default gateway VTEP 2. Routing
operation is performed from VLAN 20 to VLAN 10.
6. Now VTEP 2 maps VLAN 10 to VNI 10 and sends over the VXLAN encapsulated
packet to remote VTEP 1.
7. When remote VTEP 1 received the packet, it decapsulates it and then maps VNI 10 to
VLAN 10 and then the packet is sent to Host A.
Integrated Route and Bridge: Symmetric Method

In this method of implementation, following are the packet flow steps when we need
communication between two different VLANs.
1. Host A in VLAN 10 (IP 10.10.10.10) sends packet to its own local default gateway.
2. From VTEP 1 traffic is routed based on Destination IP lookup table.
3. The lookup result indicates traffic needs to be VXLAN encapsulated and send over
towards VTEP 2.
4. This encapsulated traffic is send towards VTEP 2 over VNI 50. VLAN 50 is the Layer 3
VNI.
5. VTEP 2 decapsulate the packet and routes within the VRF towards VLAN 20.
6. The return traffic is symmetric and sent back in VNI 50.
In this method, Layer 2 VNI 10 and 20 are not used for routing. For Routing purpose special L3
VNI 50 is used. That’s how it avoids asymmetric flow.

EVPN Control Plane Reachability Distribution.

MP-BGP EVPN update are send from VTEP to Route Reflector and then Route Reflector sends
those updates like MAC/IP address reachability, subnet routes and other reachability information
to other VTEPS.

EVPN Control Plane Host Advertisement

1. VTEP 1 locally learns Host A
2. VTEP 1 generates BGP updates and sends it to its BGP neighbors (Route Reflector)

3. Route Reflects the BGP update to all the clients in the route reflector.
4. VTEP 2 and 3 will install the route information into their RIB (routing information base)
and FIB (Forwarding Information Base) table.

VXLAN EVPN Multi-site
This architecture is designed for VXLAN BGP EVPN-based overlays. VXLAN BGP EVPN
enables us to connect multiple distinct VXLAN BGP EVPN fabric or overlay domains. In this
type of setup fabric scaling is very convenient. When we create one big data center per site per
location, many challenges related to failure scenarios and operational management exists. If we
built smaller compartments of fabric we can get better results for failure scenarios and
operational management. This type of configuration will need lot of configuration without
protocol such as VXLAN EVPN multi-site. In this protocol, we don’t need any additional
configuration for Layer 2 and Layer 3 extension.

Network Consideration for VXLAN Deployments
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU): VXLAN adds 50 bytes of overhead to original frame. That
makes that total frame size goes 1550 Bytes which considered to be Jumbo Frame. Because of
that We need our transit network to support Jumbo frame (9216)
Hashing Algorithm for LACP (Link Aggregation Control Protocol) and ECMP (Equal Cost
Multi Path): As we have seen in the section VXLAN packet format, inside UDP header, there is
a filed called SRC port. This SRC port number is randomly generated and that port number is
used for Hashing function while selecting the link in ECMP or LACP.

Type of VTEPs
VTEPs can be hardware based or Software based. Example Hardware based VTEP
manufacturers are Cisco, Juniper, Arista etc. Software based VTEP manufacturer are
VMWARE, Cisco etc. Hardware based VTEPs performed much better than software based
VTEP because of very obvious reason the processing is done in hardware. [Lim, Pahk, Kim, Lee,
2015]

Security Assessment in VXLAN based network
IETF standard 7348 have not incorporated any specific measure to address security in VXLAN
network but they discuss about how we can implement security in VXLAN networks. As
mentioned in the IETF document, the attacks from rogue endpoints can be mitigated by
controlling management and deployment scope of the person who can deploy VXLAN. Second

measure they suggest is 801.1x which is port-based authentication. Also, they mentioned we use
tunnel encryption techniques like IPsec tunneling. Since VXLAN is in the initial phase of
implementation, it looks like major focus of the protocol designer is on implementation. As per
the research conducted by Reyes Guido, some VLAN attacks are possible in VXLAN
environment. If there is a MAC flood attack in the underlay network, that is the service provider
network or internal network, that can affect the underlay network and utilizing resources on the
core switches and cause instability. If this type of attack happens in the VXLAN segment then
the impact is minimum as the packets are encapsulated and those packets have no destination. He
also tested double encapsulation dot1q/nested VLAN attack and found that it no impact as those
packets are not processed by VTEP and not forwarded to any other VXLAN segment. He tested
ARP attack and as per his observation it can affect the overlay network as well as VXLAN
segment and it is even possible to perform Man-In-Middle attack or DOS attack. These security
concern which were observed can be mitigated by implementing the well-known LAN based
solution which are available but certainly a further research is necessary on security in VXLAN
environment. [Reyes Guido, 2014]

Conclusion:
Based on our research, VXLAN is a fairly new but promising technology. Since it is open
standard based and it has many obvious advantages in virtualized network environment, it has
been widely accepted and implemented in the industry. VXLAN has been evolving day by day
based on the problems found and based on the requirement. Since it is standard based and can
interoperate with multiple vendors product and solutions, we think it will be used and accepted
by majority of industry. As per our research so far, we have not come across any major design

flaw or implementation block. We strongly think further research and clarity is needed about
security implementation part of VXLAN.
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